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2Existing Planting

The existing planting areas consist of four main beds as 
illustrated in the diagram below. There is also planting 
within a number of freestanding planters on the 
platform.

Bed 1 Bed 2

Bed 4 Bed 3
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3Current Issues

Bed 1 is shaded by existing trees. There are underground services within the bed and compacted gravel 
on the surface making new planting difficult. 

Bed 4 is shaded in part by existing trees but does open up towards the footbridge. Grass and weeds are 
growing up through the gravel mulch. Timber planters appear empty and too small to provide a positive 
visual impact.

Bed 3 has good screen planting, however this needs cutting back. Weeds 
are growing up through gravel and the addition of planters on the 
platform restricts space.

Bed 2 has good screen planting, however this needs cutting back. Unsightly 
grass and weeds are growing through the gravel mulch.
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4Bed 1
Woodland Understorey

Evergreen groundcover around base of trees Contrasting foliage plants provide variation in form and texture Flowering perennials to create a dramatic backdrop

Bed 1 is shaded by existing trees and would benefit 
from a dry shade planting palette. Use of evergreen 
groundcovers and compact foliage plants such as 
ferns and hellebores would create a lush yet low 
maintenance planting area. Tall perennials such as 
foxgloves or even anemones could be used to the back 
of the board which would stand out in front of the 
black fence.
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5Bed 2 & 3
Linear Boarders

Beds 2 and 3 have existing evergreen planting as 
a backdrop already in place. This will need cutting 
back and regular maintenance to keep it in shape. 
Ornamental grasses could be planted in front of this to 
provide a low maintenance, flowing hedge. The grasses 
can cope with minimal soil depths and drought and will 
keep their seed heads through the winter. They will 
provide movement and texture to the beds as well as 
seasonal interest.

Ornamental grasses in linear arrangement Flower heads create waves of movement Flowering perennials to provide contrast and colour
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6Bed 4
Gravel Garden

Bed 4 is quite shaded in places but opens out nearer 
to the footbridge. This sunnier aspect will require 
drought tolerant plants. A mix of Mediterranean herbs 
would work well amongst areas of more open gravel. 
Compact and robust flowering plants can be scattered 
through to provide colour and form. Different sizes 
of aggregate and stones can be used for variation and 
structure.

Drought tolerant, low maintenance Mediterranean herbs Clump forming, compact varieties with good colourFlowering perennials to provide seasonal interest
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7Container Planting

Container planting would be a great way to 
incorporate seasonal planting such as bulbs which 
could be rotated to prolong flowering interest. This 
could link to what is in bloom at Kew Gardens; as 
used to be advertised on the underground posters 
below. This is a great link between Kew and the 
railway. 

Currently there are a couple of different types of 
planter along the platforms. These could be replaced 
with a taller, single style of planter which would 
provide a much bolder message of what’s in bloom.

Example posters promoting the blooms at Kew

Large flower pots place planting at a higher more visible level
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